UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION

55 Great Republic Drive
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Senator Christopher K. Johnson
Chair, Marine Resources Committee
Committee on Marine Resources
c/o Legislative Information
100 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
Representative Walter A Kumiega III
Chair, Marine Resources Committee
Committee on Marine Resources
c/o Legislative Information
100 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333

Dear Chairs Johnson and Kumiega:
I would like to reaffirm NOAA Fisheries Service's commitment to securing unfettered access for
river herring (i.e., sea-run alewife) in the St. Croix watershed. I have attached three recent letters
clarifying our record on this issue. In short, it is crucial to fully restore a healthy population of
alewives to the St. Croix by providing access to important freshwater spawning habitats.
Alewife, along with other native sea-run fish, are important prey species for commercially
valuable state and federally managed fisheries. Given the current status of those fisheries,
diversifying the prey base of the Gulf of Maine is a priority goal for our agency. Fully restoring
alewife runs throughout the St. Croix watershed, with the potential to be the largest such run in
the Gulf of Maine, would be a substantial step toward that goal.
I would also like to reiterate our position on the "Adaptive Management Plan for managing

Alewife in the St. Croix Watershed, Maine and New Brunswick ("Plan"). Our letter from 2010
clearly explains that NOAA Fisheries Service does not support the Plan as written even though
technical staff from my office were involved in its development. The pre-requisite for
discussions to begin developing text for the Plan were that it only address areas below Spednik
Lake and West Grand Lake and also maintain smallmouth bass fisheries at current or higher
levels. While we did not agree that this is an appropriate basis with which to start, my staff
continued to work with the group in order to develop a plan for some level of alewife restoration.
As we indicated in our 2010 letter, we believe that the Plan falls short in many areas with regard
to alewife restoration and does not meet the stated goals.

I hope that our past correspondence, as well as this letter, clearly articulate the biological need
for and our clear track record in support of unfettered access to the entire St. Croix watershed.
Sincerely,

Regional Administrator

Cc:

Saunders, PRD
Damon-Randall, PRD
Colligan, PRD
McDermott, HCD
Chiarella, HCD
Lynch, GCNE
Collins, GCNE
Catena, HRC

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmoapherlc Administration
NAnONAL. MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
One Blac:l<bum Drive
Gloucester, MA 0193().2298

Mr. George Lapointe, Commissioner
Maine Department of Marine Resources
21 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0021

Dear George:
I am writing to express NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service's (NMFS) support
for re-opening the St. Croix River to alewife passage. Restoration of alewives in the St.
Croix would have substantial benefits both economically and ecologically and is an
essential step to restoration of diadromous fish in the Gulf of Maine.
From an economic perspective, the potential benefits of an abundant alewife run in the St.
Croix are significant. Documented abundance levels of alewives in the St. Croix River
number in the millions of individuals (roughly 2.6 million in 1987). Ifharvested
sustainably, this could provide thousands of bushels of high quality bait for the lobster
industry or potentially other uses.
From an ecological perspective, the importance of alewives cannot be understated. As
you know, NMFS supports a variety of ecosystem-based management initiatives and
alewives are a key component of many of these. Several of our programs such as the
NOAA Restoration Center, Habitat Conservation Division, Protected Resources Division,
and the Northeast Fisheries Science Center have supported programs on the St. Croix in
recent years. Financially, we have supported the St. Croix International Waterway's
monitoring progran1 as well as the two key scientific studies that address some perceived
ecological effects of alewife restoration (Smallmouth Bass Interaction Study by T.V.
Willis and Genetic Analyses of Freshwater and Anadromous Alewife Populations from
the St. Croix River, Maine/New Brunswick by P. Bentzen and I. G. Paterson). These
studies and initiatives have provided excellent venues to strengthen partnerships and
refine our understanding of ecological processes. However, the science is now clear; it is
time to move forward with restoration. ·
In addition, river herring (both blueback herring and alewives) have been identified as a
species of concern based on dramatic population declines throughout much of their range
since 1990. Any effort to restore alewives to their historic range will help curb further
declines. In our previous correspondence in 2004, we urged immediate action to prevent
the extirpation of alewives in the St. Croix River. Four years later, the need for
immediate action is even more urgent. As we have learned with many other species, it

takes aggressive and coordinated efforts to reverse population declines. The longer we
wait to address the problems contributing to the recent decline, the more difticult it will
be to reverse it for the benefit of alewives and their broader contribution to the restoration
of healthy connected ecosystems.
We are optimistic that the economic and ecological benefits of alewife restoration can be
realized in the St. Croix River. Unfortunately, it is likely to take over 10 years for
alewife populations to rebound to pre-1995 levels. We, therefore, support the immediate
re-configuration and operation of the fishways on the Woodland Dam and Grand Falls
Dam on the St. Croix River in a manner that allows the full passage of alewives.
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Patricia A. urk I
Regional Administrator

CC:
Mary Colligan
Peter Colosi
John Catena
JohnKocik
Patrick Keliher

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION

55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930..2276

JUL 2 6 .2010
Colonel Philip T. Feir

u.s. Anny
U.S. Co-Chair
International St. Croix River Watershed Board
696 Virginia Road
Concord, MA 01742-2751

Dear Colonel Feir:
Thank you for your letter from June 9, 2010 conveying the recent draft ofthe Adaptive
Management Plan for Managing Alewife in the St. Croix River Watershed, Maine and
New Brunswick (the plan). For the reasons explained below, we request that the UC
utilize its authority to prevent further declines and to facilitate recovery of depleted river
·
herring by requiring free and open access for these species in the St. Croix River.
NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) recognizes the importance of this
watershed to alewife and blueback herring (collectively, referred to as "river herring"),
which recently numbered in the millions. In the past, we have expressed concern over
fishway closures and the decline of river herring in the St. Croix River Watershed. River·
herring populations are in decline throughout the northeast range between New
Brunswick and Florida (ASMFC 2009), and are presently listed by NMFS as a species of
concern. Now is clearly the time to advance river herring recovery in this very important,
international waterway.
We understand and appreciate that balancing river herring recovery and smallmouth bass
interests is a complicated issue. The steps that were taken to prevent river herring access .
to historical habitat were taken due to concern over their potential impact on non-native,
introduced smallmouth bass. While we recognjze the economic and social importance of
Maine's smallmouth bass fishery, we believe that a priority must be placed on recovery
of the native river herring- commercially and ecologically important species in their own
right. We also believe that a restored and healthy river herring population and a vibrant
smallmouth bass fishery are not mutually exclusive.
River herring are important to the connectivity of freshwater, estuarine and marine
ecosystems. These fish play many important roles in food webs, particularly since they
provide forage for a number of other commercially and recreationally important species
such as Atlantic cod, bluefish, and striped bass (Collette and Klien-:-MacPhee 2002) as
well as in shaping lake zooplankton community structure (Post et al. 2008). A diverse
zooplankton community impacts the structure and function of lake ecosystems and re-

establishment of a native species can influence overall lake productivity and resilience to
abiotic stressors.
We understand that the IJC is advancing the plan in the interest of seeking a compromise
to move beyond the situation that was initiated in 1995 when the Maine State Legislature
closed fishways at the Grand Falls and Woodland Dams on the St. Croix River. We
remain concerned that the endorsement of this plan by the DC will not, by itself, lead to
the implementation ofrecovery of river herring in the St. Croix watershed. Many other
actions would be required, including commitments of resources by a variety of agencies
and stakeholders as well as action by the Maine State Legislature. While we were
supportive of the effort to attempt to draft an adaptive management plan, in our view this
plan would significantly decrease the potential for river herring recovery or, at a
minimum, result in significant delays without assurance that alewife target population
levels would be achieved. This is assuming that the plan as written would be
implemented, without any further weakening, through the Maine State Legislature which
may be unlikely given the history on this issue.
Our clear preference is to advance river herring recovery without constraints imposed by
smallmouth bass populations, as would occur under the plan as. drafted. We do, however,
support the efforts of the IJC and the International' St. Croix River Watershed Board to
find a way forward in a timely fashion. The decline in river herring returns has been
dramatic and drastic, and we believe that it is essential that passage be restored prior to
the 2011 run. This action would be most efficiently and effectively achieved by the IJC
exercising its authority to require free and open access to river herring in the St. Croix.
Recent studies indicate that river herring and smallmouth bass can co-exist in the St.
Croix River and we would support collaborative monitoring and evaluation to improve
our understanding of interactions as river herring recovery continues.
In recognition ofthe unique circumstances in this case and the request from the IJC for
comments on the plan, we offer the following observations. This shouid not be taken as
an endorsement of this plan or to set any precedent in any other circumstances that the
needs of native sea-tun speCies should be compromised for other species.

Specific Comments on the Draft Management Plan:
Technical Issues:
We are concerned that the proposed monitoring level is insufficient to properly attribute
any reduction in year class strength of smallmouth bass to rebounding alewife
populations. A myriad of factors could contribute to smallmouth bass year class failure
(including precipitation patterns, water management, and intra-specific competition).
None_ of these ·other factors ~ould be specifically evaluated. It appears that the working
assumption. is that any smallmouth bass year class failure will be attributable to alewives
if the year class failure cannot be attributed to broad scale environmental factors.
Constraining alewife recovery remains a concern because alewife abundance will not be
allowed to increase even if they are not the cause of the smallmouth bass year class
failure. This is an inappropriate placement of the burden of proof:
·

Accumulating scientific evidence shows that recovered populations of native river
herring can and do co-exist with high-quality smallmouth bass fisheries. The stated
purpose of the plan is to restore the sea-run alewife while maintaining the basin's
smallmouth bass fishery at current or higher levels. Under the plan, recovery thresholds
for river herring are based directly on a population metric of smallmouth bass. As such,
the initial target of six alewife per acre would result in an expected population of about
145,000 in the accessible part of the basin. Depending on smallmouth bass year-class
strength, alewife could be held at this level, which represents only 3.3% of the recovery
goal of 4.45 million. For reference, the Strategic Plan for the Restoration ofDiadromous
Fishes to the Penobscot River prepared by the Maine Department of Marine Resources
and the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife uses a production estimate for
alewives of235 fish per acre, which is composed of an escapement target of35 fish per
acre and a commercial harvest of 200 fish per acre. We disagree with constraining
alewife recovery by using a smallmouth bass recruitment index that is dependent upon
many factors independent of alewife abundance. Our preference is for accelerated and
unimpeded recovery of river herring, principally alewife in this portion of the species
coastal distribution, through complete, safe and timely passage at all anthropogenic
barriers in the St. Croix watershed.
In reviewing and assisting with the development of the plan; we believe that additional
emphasis on both upstream arid downstream passage efficiency is needed. There are
currently no credible estimates of either upstream or downstream fish passage efficiency
at any of the fishways in the· St. Croix River. These data are critical to assessing progress
toward the goals of the plan. NMFS encourages the IJC, other natural resource agencies
involved in the St Croix watershed, and the dam owners to begin the necessary
assessments. NMFS encqurages the IJC to add in the following implementation task to
table 8: "Evaluate upstream and doWnstream fish passage effectiveness for alewives at
the Milltown and Grand Falls fishways." NMFS is prepared to assist the IJC and other
natural resource agencies in this endeavor.
Policy Issues:
Concerns over negative impacts of alewives on smallmouth bass, regardless of whether
these concerns are supported by the science, have lead to the policies and practices
currently in place which. have resulted in a precipitous decline of alewives. The St. Croix
river herring population is two orders of magnitude less than it was just twenty years
ago, having been reduced from 2.6 million in 1988 to only 12,000 in 2008 at ~e .
Milltown fishway (IJC 2008; Flagg 2006). Conservation efforts to reverse the restrictive ·
policies and restore alewife failed. In response to conservation interests torestore herring
populations, the IJC requested the inter-agency St. Croix Fisheries Steering Committee
propose an adaptive management plan for restoring alewives to the St. Croix watershed.
Implementation of the plan would lead to some rebuilding of river herring populations in
the St. Croix watershed through time, and that is certainly an important step forward.
However, there are several troubling aspects to the plan that we caimot support. Rather
than basing river herring recovery thresholds on single metric related to a non-native
species~ NMFS prefers a more modem and integrated ecosystem approach. The plan's
ceiling on river herring populations is directly related to population metrics of
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smallmouth bass. Thus, we have serious concerns that a single non-native species is
driving the management regime in the St. Croix watershed. This imbalance is evident
since river herring are important to a variety of state and federally managed resources,
including Atlantic salmon, American lobster, as well as those species mentioned earlier
(State of Maine 2006; Collette and Klien-MacPhee 2002).
NMFS cannot support agreements that would maintain fish passage barriers to historic
spawning and rearing habitat for native sea-run species. Spednic Lake and West Grand
Lake and areas upstream c;>fthose lakes are not being considered for free access by native
sea-run fish such as river herring. These areas represent tens of thousands of acres of
. suitable spawning and rearing habitat for river herring. In order for NMFS to fully
support the plan, the plan must include specific timelines for re-opening historic habitat
in the watershed. NMFS encourages the UC to re-draft the plan with a timeline for
implemepting this goal. NMFS will provide staff and expertise necessary to assist the
IJC in this endeavor.
D~spite

reservations noted;there are many aspects of the plan that are a positive step
toward science-based management in the St: Croix watershed. NMFS strongly supports
the IJC in its efforts to facilitate open dialog regarding fishery management in the St
Croix watershed. The development and ultimate implementation of a plan are important
components· of that increased information exchange and dialog. To enhance the already
ongoing dialog, NMFS encourages the IJC to commit to re-visiting whatever plan is
adopted annually with major re-evaluations of the underlying assumptions and overarching goals every five years. A primary tenet of adaptive management is taking new
information into all aspects of decision making as it becomes available. Implementing
this type of forrn:al re-evaluation would greatly enhance the credibility of any
management aCtions that are ultimately taken. NMFS will provide staff and expertise
·
necessary to assist the IJC in this endeavor.

Conclusions:
NMFS fully supports accelerated and unimpeded recovery of river herring through
complete, safe and timely passage at all anthropogenic barriers in the St. Croix ·
watershed. We believe that securing pa~sage prior to the 2011 run is an essential first
step to recovery of this depleted species. The most efficient way to achieve that is for the
IJC to re-open its orders of approval to allow free access of river herring to all historically
accessible areas of the basin subject to UC jurisdiction. We urge the UC to take this
action as soon as possible.
We thank you very much for advancing fisheries management in the St. Croix watershed.
Some elements of the plan (as drafted) are positive steps forward if approached as a
short-term plan- that is for the next 2-3 years. Implementing this plan has the potential
to increase alewife 10-fold which is an important·gain over the present situation.
However, significant areas of concern remain. NMFS cannot support the following
implementation tasks: block Spednic fishways; block West Grand fishways. Further,
NMFS recommends development of more progressive timetables for addressing the
entire watershed. In addition, we also note that many more steps must be taken if this

plan were to move forward including: changes to the plan in light of public comments
submitted; changes to Maine State legislation that currently limits alewife passage to only
about 2% of its historic habitat in the St Croix; and the commitment of fiscal and
persopnel resources by a vanety of agencies and stakeholders·. Given the uncertainty and
the likely time delays with this path forward, we are recommending that the DC utilize its
authority to secure river herring passage at this time.
·
We suggest that the St. Croix Fisheries Steering Committee be reconvened on a regular
basis to review and discuss available information on progress with river herring recovery
and the distribution and abundance of other species in the St. Croix watershed, including
smallmouth bass.· We thank you for your commitment to the successful resolution of
these.issues. We look forward to an op~n discussion of these issues at the public meeting
on August 4, 2010.

~ly,

~Patrician)
,JJW'
)
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A~inistrator
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.

Regional

cc
William Nicholas, Governor, Indian Township Tribal Government
Richard Doyle, Governor, Pleasant Point Tribal Government
George Lapointe, Maine Department ofMarine Resources
Roland Martin, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Marvin Moriarty, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Bill Appleby, Environment Canada
John Dieffenbecker-Krall, Maine Indian Tribal-State Commission
Robert Reynolds, International Joint Commission
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United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
300 Westgate Center Drive
Hadley, MA 01035-9589

United States Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930-2276

1 9 2012
In Reply Refer To:
FWS/Region 5/ES

Bill Appleby
(Canadian Co-Chair)
Director, MSC Operations - Atlantic
Environment Canada
MSC Operations- ATL
45 Alderney Drive
Dartmouth, NS B2Y 2N6

Lana Pollock
(Chair, U.S. Section to IJC)
International Joint Commission
U.S. Section
2000 L Street, NW
Suite #615
Washington, DC 20440

Colonel Charles P. Samaris
(U.S. Co-Chair)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
New England District
696 Virginia Road
Concord, MA, USA 01742-2751

Joseph Comuzzi
(Chair, Canadian Section to IJC)
International Joint Commission
Canadian Section
234 Laurier Avenue West, 22nd Floor
Ottawa, ON Kl P 6K6

Dear Commissioners:
We are writing to convey a plan for restoring passage of alewives into the St. Croix River. This
plan has been developed by consensus among the Federal natural resource agencies with
interests in the St. Croix River: the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 5 (FWS); the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 1; and the National Marine Fisheries Service,
Northeast Region (NMFS). This plan was developed at the request of the U.S. State Department
to articulate the U.S. Government's position on the resource needs for alewife passage on the St.
Croix River.
As you may know, NMFS was recently petitioned to list river herring (including alewives) as a
threatened species under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. A review of the species' status is
underway. Any recent or new info1mation relating to potential changes in the management of
fish passage on the St. Croix River would be most welcome during this process.
The St. Croix River is clearly important from a biological perspective given its production
capacity, but also because of its status as a border river with Canada. We have previously
expressed our strong desire to reopen access for river herring to and from important spawning
and rearing habitat on the St. Croix River (see enclosed letters from Patricia Kurkul to Colonel
Feir, dated July 26, 201 0; and from Marvin Moriarty to Colonel Feir, dated July 19, 201 0). We
would like to take this opportunity to reiterate our support for removing the blockage at Grand
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Falls Dams and reopening the St. Croix River to river herring. We look forward to a continuing
and productive dialog on this issue.
We would be very pleased if our staffs could assist you with this important matter. If you, or
your staff, have questions about the content of this plan, please contact Rory Saunders of NMFS
or Sandra Lary of FWS. Mr. Saunders can be reached by telephone at 207-866-4049 and by
electronic mail at Rory.Saunders@noaa.gov. Ms. Lary can be reached by telephone at
207-781-8364 and by electronic mail at Sandra_ Lary@fws.gov.
Sincerely,

Wendi Weber
Regional Director, Northeast Region
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Department of the Interior

Enclosures

Dan Morris
Acting Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

A Proposal to Restore Alewife Passage to the St. Croix River
March 30, 2012
Co-sponsored by the National Marine Fisheries Service, US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Environmental
Protection Agency

This proposal applies to all dams in the lower St. Croix watershed basin up to and through the Grand Falls
dam. The proposal seeks to:
•

Allow free passage of sea-run fish (including alewives) to the St. Croix in a phased approach (see below)
above the Milltown, Woodland and Grand Falls Dam and into the Grand Falls Flowage pursuant to the
schedule in Table 1;

•

Facilitate dialog among stakeholders, agencies, and the IJC;

•

Ensure collection and dissemination of scientific information.

Table 1. Escapement goals (counted at Milltown) for the St. Croix River.
Year
Alewife
Escapement
1
Goal

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

146,000

219,000

329,000

493,000

740,000

1,100,000

1,665,000

2,497,000

3,745,000

4,500,000

The escapement numbers (counted at Milltown) should be considered as minimum values for which Grand
Falls would remain open for passage. In other words, the Federal Government would seek unrestricted fish
passage at Grand Falls in any year at least up to and including the escapement number identified in that year.
This is not to suggest that Maine should restrict passage at Grand Falls when these escapement numbers are
eventually reached, but only that the Federal Government's resource goals would be at least minimally satisfied
to the extent that Maine left passage open until these numbers were reached in any given year. The
escapement goals above are rough approximations of the densities previously agreed to in the IJC discussions on
this issue (i.e., allowing roughly 50% increases per year).
This proposal also seeks to ensure a dialog on this issue by requesting a meeting of the St Croix Fisheries
Steering Committee on an annual basis concurrent with meetings of the St. Croix River Board. The meeting of
the Fisheries Steering Committee would entail the following agenda items:
•

Results of current year's monitoring of alewife abundance

•

Results of ongoing fish community studies undertaken by state, provincial, and federal agencies

In 2021, this agreement would be re-visited with oversight from the IJC.

1

Escapement can be defined as the total number of adult sea-run fish returning to spawn and contribute to a sustainable
population.

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
55 Great Republic Drive
GloucesteT, MA 01930-2276

JUL 2 6 2010
Colonel Philip T. Feir

u.s. Army
U.S. Co-Chair
International St. Croix River Watershed Board
696 Virginia Road
Concord, MA 01742-2751

Dear Colonel Feir:
Thank you for your letter from June 9, 2010 conveying the recent draft ofthe Adaptive
Management Plan for Managing Alewife in the St. Croix River Watershed, Maine and
New Brunswick (the plan). For the reasons explained below, we request that the UC
utilize its authority to prevent further declines and to facilitate recovery of depleted river
herring by requiring free and open access for these species in the St. Croix River.
NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) recognizes the importance of this
watershed to alewife and blueback herring (collectively, referred to as "river herring''),
which recently numbered in the millions. In the past, we have expressed concern over
fishway closures and the decline of river herring in the St. Croix River Watershed. River·
herring populations are in decline throughout the northeast range between New
Brunswick and Florida (ASMFC 2009), and are presently listed by NMFS as a species of
concern. Now is clearly the time to advance river herring recovery in this very important,
international waterway.
We understand and appreciate that balancing river herring recovery and smallmouth bass
interests is a complicated issue. The steps that were taken to prevent river herring access .
to historical habitat were taken due to concern over their potential impact on non-native,
introduced smallmouth bass. While we recognize the economic and social importance of
Maine's smallmouth bass fishery, we believe that a priority must be placed on recovery
of the native river herring- commercially and ecologically important species in their own
right. We also believe that a restored and healthy river herring population and a vibrant
smallmouth bass fishery are not mutually exclusive.
River herring are important to the connectivity of freshwater, estuarine and marine
ecosystems. These fish play many important roles in food webs, particularly since they
provide forage for a number of other commercially and recreationally important species
such Atlantic cod, bluefish, and striped bass (Collette and Klien-:MacPhee 2002) as
well as in shaping lake zooplankton community structure (Post et at. 2008). A diverse
zooplankton community impacts the structure and function of lake ecosystems and re-
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establishment of a native species can influence overall lake productivity and resilience to
abiotic stressors.
We understand that the UC is advancing the plan in the interest of seeking a compromise
to move beyond the situation that was initiated in 1995 when the Maine State Legislature
closed fishways at the Grand Falls and Woodland Dams on the St. Croix River. We
remain concerned that the endorsement of this plan by the UC will not, by itself, lead to
the implementation of recovery of river herring in the St. Croix watershed. Many other
actions would be required, including conunitments of resources by a variety of agencies
and stakeholders as well as action by the Maine State Legislature. While we were
supportive of the effort to attempt to draft an adaptive management plan, in our view this
plan would significantly decrease the potential for river herring recovery or, at a
minimum, result in significant delays without assurance that alewife target population
levels would be achieved. This is assuming that the plan as written would be
implemented, without any further weakening, through the Maine State Legislature which
may be unlikely given the history on this issue.
Our clear preference is to advance river herring recovery without constraints imposed by
smallmouth bass populations, as would occur under the plan as drafted. We do, however,
support the efforts of the UC and the Internationai'St. Croix River Watershed Board to
find a way forward in a timely fashion. The decline in river herring returns has been
dramatic and drastic, and we believe that it is essential that passage be restored prior to
the 2011 run. This action would be most efficiently and effectively achieved by the UC
exercising its authority to require free and open access to river herring in the St. Croix.
Recent studies indicate that river herring and smallmouth bass can co-exist in the St.
Croix River and we would support collaborative monitoring and evaluation to improve
our understanding of interactions as river herring recovery continues.
In recognition of the unique circumstances in this case and the request from the UC for
comments on the plan, we offer the following observations. This should not be taken as
an endorsement of this plan or to set any precedent in any other circumstances that the
needs of native sea-tun species should be compromised for other species.

Specific Comments on the Draft Management Plan:
Technical Issues:
We are concerned that the proposed monitoring level is insufficient to properly attribute
an:y redu.ction in year class strength of smallmouth bass to rebounding alewife
populations. A myriad of factors could contribute to smallmouth bass year class failure
(including precipitation patterns, water management, and intra-specific competition).
None of these other factors would be specifically evaluated. It appears that the working
assumption is that any smallmouth bass year class failure will be attributable to alewives
if the year class failure cannot be attributed to broad scale environmental factors.
Constraining alewife recovery remains a concern because alewife abundance will not be
allowed to increase even if they are not the cause of the smallmouth bass year class
failure. This is an inappropriate placement of the burden of proof:

Accumulating scientific evidence shows that recovered populations of native river
herring can and do co-exist with high-quality smallmouth bass fisheries. The stated
purpose ofthe plan is to restore the sea-run alewife while maintaining the basin's
smallmouth bass fishery at current or higher levels. Under the plan, recovery thresholds
for river herring are based directly on a population metric of smallmouth bass. As such,
the initial target of six alewife per acre would result in an expected population of about
145,000 in the accessible part of the basin. Depending on smallmouth bass year-class
strength, alewife could be held at this level, which represents only 3.3% of the recovery
goal of 4.45 million. For reference, the Strategic Plan for the Restoration ofDiadromous
Fishes to the Penobscot River prepared by the Maine Department of Marine Resources
and the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife uses a production estimate for
alewives of235 fish per acre, which is composed of an escapement target of35 fish per
acre and a commercial harvest of200 fish per acre. We disagree with constraining
alewife recovery by using a smallmouth bass recruitment index that is dependent upon
many factors independent of alewife abundance. Our preference is for accelerated and
unimpeded recovery of river herring, principally alewife in this portion of the species
coastal distribution, through complete, safe and timely passage at all anthropogenic
barriers in the St. Croix watershed.
In reviewing and assisting with the development of the plan; we believe that additional
emphasis on both upstream arid downstream passage efficiency is needed. There are
currently no credible estimates of either upstream or downstream fish passage efficiency
at any of the fishways in the· St. Croix River. These data are critical to assessing progress
toward the goals of the plan. NMFS encourages the IJC, other natural resource agencies
Involved in the St Croix watershed, and the dam owners to begin the necessary
assessments. NMFS encqurages the UC to add in the following implementation task to
table 8: "Evaluate upstream and downstream fish passage effectiveness for alewives at
the Milltown and Grand Falls fishways." NMFS is prepared to assist the IJC and other
natural resource agencies in this endeavor.
Policy Issues:
Concerns over negative impacts of alewives on small mouth bass, regardless Of whether
these concerns are supported by the science, have lead to the policies and practices
currently in place which have resulted in a precipitous decline of alewives. The St. Croix
river· herring population is two orders of magnitude less than it was just twenty years
ago, having been reduced from 2.6 million in 1988 to only 12,000 in 2008 at the
Milltown fishway (UC 2008; Flagg 2006). Conservation efforts to reverse the restrictive
policies and restore alewife failed. In response to conservation interests to restore herring
populations, the IJC requested the inter-agency St. Croix Fisheries Steering Committee
propose an adaptive management plan for restoring alewives to the St. Croix watershed.
Implementation of the plan would lead to some rebuilding of river herring populations in
the St. Croix watershed through time, and that is certainly an important step forward.
However, there are several troubling aspects to the plan that we cannot support. Rather
than basing river herring recovery thresholds on single metric related to a non-native
species; NMFS prefers a more modem and integrated ecosystem approach. The plan's
ceiling on river herring populations is directly related to population metrics of
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smallmouth bass. Thus, we have serious concerns that a single non-native species is
driving the management regime in the St. Croix watershed. This imbalance is evident
since river herring are important to a variety of state and federally managed resources,
including Atlantic salmon, American lobster, as well as those species mentioned earlier
(State of Maine 2006; Colle.tte and Klien-MacPhee 2002).
NMFS cannot support agreements that would maintain fish passage barriers to historic
spa\vning and rearing habitat for native sea-run species. Spednic Lake and West Grand
Lake and areas upstream of those lakes are not being considered for free access by native
sea-run fish sucl;l as river herring. These areas represent tens of thousands of acres of
suitable spawning and rearing habitat for river herring. In order for NMFS to fully
support the plan, the plan must include specific timelines for re-opening historic habitat
in the watershed. NMFS encourages the IJC to re-draft the plan with a timeline for
implemevting this goal. NMFS will provide staff and expertise necessary to assist the
IJC in this endeavor.
Despite reservations noted,.there are many aspects of the plan that are a positive step
toward science-based management in the St: Croix watershed. NMFS strongly supports
the IJC in its efforts to facilitate open dialog regarding fishery management in the St
Croix watershed. The development and ultimate implementation of a plan are important
components of that increased information exchange and dialog. To enhance the already
ongoing dialog, NMFS encourages the JJC to commit to re-visiting whatever plan is
adopted annually with major re-evaluations of the underlying assumptions and overarching goals every five years. A primary tenet of adaptive management is taking new
information into all aspects of decision making as it becomes available. Implementing
this type of fornial re-evaluation would greatly enhance the credibility of any
management actions that are ultimately taken. NMFS will provide staff and expertise
·
necessary to assist the UC in this endeavor.

Conclusions:
NMFS fully supports accelerated and unimpeded recovery of river herring through
complete, safe and timely passage at all anthropogenic barriers in the St. Croix
watershed. We believe that securing pa$sage prior to the 2011 run is an essential first
step to recovery of this depleted species. The most efficient way to achieve that is for the
DC to re-open its orders of approval to allow free access of river herring to all historically
accessible areas of the basin subject to UC jurisdiction. We urge the IJC to take this
action as soon as possible.
We thank you very much for advancing fisheries management in the St. Croix watershed.
Some elements ofthe plan (as drafted) are positive steps forward if approached as a
short-tenn plan- that is for the next 2-3 years. Implementing this plan has the potential
to increase alewife 10-fold which is an important ·gain over the present situation.
However, significant areas of concern remain. NMFS cannot support the following
implementation tasks: block Spednic fishways; block West Grand fishways. Further,
NMFS recommends development of more progressive timetables for addressing the
entire watershed. In addition, we also note that many more steps must be taken if this

plan were to move forward including: changes to the plan in light of public comments
submitted; changes to Maine State legislation that currently limits alewife passage to only
about 2% of its historic habitat in the St Croix; and the commitment of fiscal and
perso}lJlel resources by a vanety of agencies and stakeholders·. Given the uncertainty and
the likely time delays with this path forward, we are recommending that the UC utilize its
authority to secure river herring passage at this time.
·
We suggest that the St. Croix Fisheries Steering Committee be reconvened on a regular
basis to review and discuss available information on progress with river herring recovery
and the distribution and abundance of other species in the St. Croix watershed, including
smallmouth bass.· We thank you for your commitment to the successful resolution of
these. issues. We look forward to an op~ discussion ofthese issues at the public meeting
on August 4, 2010.

~ly,
AoV Patricia
"'\

:.r)A~inistrator
~~

Regional

cc
William Nicholas, Governor, Indian Township Tribal Government
Richard Doyle, Governor, Pleasant Point Tribal Government
George Lapointe, Maine 'Department of Marine Resources
Roland Martin, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Marvin Moriarty, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Bill Appleby, Environment Canada
John Dieffenbecker-Krall, Maine Indian Tribal-State Commission
Robert Reynolds, International Joint Commission
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Dcur Mr. r eir:
The U.S. fish and Wildlife S(..,Tvk:.; (Service} appreciates the oppottunity to review the Pr..1posal for
Discussit)l\, an adaptiw plan for managing ale\.vife in rhe St. Croix Riv<.:r Watershed, Maim:, and Ncw
Bnmswick, dated t\pril 23. 2010. Since !995, the Servi.::e lm~ ::.upporled the rcstorution of native
diadrornow:> fish, including aiewitc, blueback herring. und •.c\merican eel, to the watershed. Restming
tht.:sc spt:cies to historic hahiU1t in the Gulf of t..-1aine is a priority for the Scrvit.'C. Providing unrestricted
free passage of alewi fc !o the St. Croix River \Vatc:rshoo will contribute significantly toward this goal.

In response to the Dcc..::mb,:r 4, 2009. request by the fntcnullional Joint Commission (IJC). the Service
agreed to participate on the fi:Sh(:rics Steering Comminee (fSC) for 1he St. Croix Ri vr.:r, along with other
1:-\:dcral. State, and Provincial fisheries management agcncir.;~. Tlw FSC was charged wtth drafting a
science-ba;;ed ad<iplivc management plan for the restoration of diadromous ale;.vive:; tn a portion ,)f thc St.
Cmix . . . atcrshcd. \Ve appreciate the l<.:<l<krship of the IJC and rhe participating agcncies 11..1 dralt a plan
1hat adopts a collahorari vc effort with multiple partners. As a contributor to the plan, \Ve are mvare of the
hard work and though! 1hat went into the plan, and of 1h\: plan's strengths and weaknesses.
We provide the fu!lowing commems

fc1r your con:.dderation.

General

The plan presents a systematic approach toward providing tish pas:s.agt: to only one-third of the St. Croix
watershed while maintaining lhi,; smallmouth hass. fishery at current or higher levels. Titc plan also
presents a precautionary 11pproach to managing alcwif~; in order to maintain the econom.il'ally important
sport fishery tor smallmouth bass while C<.)ns\raining alewife restoration.
Once the Clshways are open, it i:; t.:xp-.·..:tcd to take decad.;:;; (br the <~iewife run to rc...:ovc:r to ..;vcn a oonion
of what 1!1(,; :-dn >Vas prior lot he do sure of :he !Ish ways in 1'N5. Tn comribut;,; m';.st signitkamly ~o our
nkwit~ resrorati0n goal,;. ihe entir~ run should :x~ passed thJ'oughOl!t I h.; w~itnshcd in perpetuily
beginning in Spring 20 I l.

\Vc con..:ur that c.o\~ccting and moniconng da1a m stralegic hlCations i.s crili\.:nllo providing in!~)Jmarion on
the e\Xl!ogy Uf the a]evd fe re'>lOral ion. and to direct flllllpl j vc management of fisheries Lhrotl)!huut dw
\vatersiH.:d.
.
.

2
Th;:r;: ure s\:v,:ral spt:citic issues related to this as noted:
I.

n1e UC charged the FSC to u<;c th;: bcsl availabh.: :>cicnct: Lo dcvdop a plan to reston; the sea-run
watt.:rsh~l while mainwining the smullmouth bass l1:.h1..:ry.
However, prior to the review of such science, the scope of the plan was restricted to the habitm
area located downstream of the \Ve'\t Grand and Vancchoro rishways. In order to he a
comprehensive water$hcd plan, and bas~.:<.l on the best available sdcncc as prcscnte<! in the plan
and ds(:whcrc. we recommend the plan provide for unrestricted alewife passage throughout the
watt.:rshnl with monitoring to inform and guide adaptive management decisions.

alewife populati(m to the St. Croix

2. Monitoring data should be collected to provide information on the ccok)gy of the alewife
r~covery and smallmouth bass populalions to adaptively rmmage tlsheries throughout the
watershed. Spccificully, we reoonunend annual fish counts and biological data collection at
Milltown a.nd Grand Falls. At Vanceboro, a decisionmaking prof.X!~;s to monitor and pass akwili:
based on t:cological balances, while rnoniloring all v<niables that affect small bass populations. is
<-~ppropriate. Concurrently, any rt.:Sc<'!rch m:cJs rdated to \Vest Grand Lake hatchery CCHlcenl:;; and
akwife restoration should be identified and addressed in the plan as well.

3. The adaptive mamlgt!ment portion ot the plan on page 18 should be developed to provide n more
detaikd and specific process that includes measureahle cl'iteda to evaluate <md adapt the plan on
an arulUal basis; develop a!tt:matives to the process that is currmtly in this plan; identify the need::;
for additional alewife-bass interaction monitoring, such as the benefits of alewives on :';mallmouth
b<lS8 growth; identil}' particip!l!Ils in the small interagency group idcnti!1cd in the plan; and li:>t
.>pccific timelines

f\)1'

each tlfthese tasks.

We encour.lgc and support rhe ongoing work to re:-wre native diadromou\: fish to the St. Croix River
watershed and will ~:ontinue to provide tcchnir:.al assistance and support w reach this goal.

Sincerely·,

Identical kucr sent to:
l3ill Appleby

co:

Hugh Akagi, Passamaquoddy.St. Croix Schoodic Rand Chief
Richard Doyle, Passamaquoddy at Pleasant Point Tribal Governor
John Diem:nbacher-Krall Maine Indian Tribal..Statc Conunission Commissioner
Patricia Kurkul. NOAA Northeast Region Regional Administrator
George Lapointe, MDMR Commissioner
Roland ~lartin, Mfr'W Commissioner
\\'illiam Nicholas. Passamaquc1ddy at indian Tovmship Tribi\1 Governor
Greg Stevens, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Resource ~fanager Senior Advisor
I Ion_ \Vally Stiles, New Brunswick Dept of Natural R~source,; Minister
O.J. Mone[(C, Exl<.-mal Affairs Native American Liai,~on

